THE
Scarborough
TRAILS
DISCOVERIES ON YOUR DOORSTEP

The
Railway
Trail

Discover History

3.6 miles in total

Discover Activities

flat route, very little incline

Follow waymarkers
to Burniston
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Go back in time.
Scarborough has a rich
history, our discoveries date
back to the 12th Century.
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Find out when the local
buses run on the EYMS
website www.eyms.co.uk/
bus-services
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You can use a smart phone with a camera to
S
Scarborough
lby
take photos of your discoveries.
If you havecano
Rd
General
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camera, then just use a pencil and a notebook,
or try doing quick sketches of what you see.
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Safe Ways Park
Sainsbury’s Petrol Station
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Always follow the countryside code. Be safe – plan ahead and follow the signs.
Keep dogs under close control, protect plants and animals and take your litter
home. Leave gates and property as you ﬁnd them and consider other people.

Share your discoveries
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ScarboroughTrails
www.northyorks.gov.uk/scarboroughtrails
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Safe Ways Park
It’s hard to imagine this impressive park was
once railway sidings. Since being redeveloped
in 2008, the park now boasts a children’s play
area, sports pitch and legal graffiti wall!
Why not add your own mural to the wall or
bring a ball to kick around?
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The Circle

0.5 miles to The Circle

As you walk under Woodland Ravine
bridge, look out for the public artwork more
commonly known as the Circle! The project was
commissioned by the Friends of the Old Railway
Line and designed by Adrian Riley and Rachel
Welford. It is an innovative take on traditional
waymarking, ideally placed at the start of the
Cinder Track with directions to interesting
places along the route!
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Take a closer look to read the poem that runs
around the outside of the Circle, written by
John. W. Clark!
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0.1 miles to Cinder Track

The Cinder
Track
Follow what is left of the Scarborough to
Whitby railway line that, from 1885 until
1965, was used to transport passengers and
goods! Soon after the railway line was closed,
the tracks were removed and the route was
transformed into a beautiful meandering
footpath that passes over streams, under stone
bridges and through the countryside.
As you follow the Cinder Track, use the
Discoveries On Your Doorstep half-mile
waymarkers to help guide you to Burniston!
3 miles to Burniston

Short on time?

Why not mix and match
the discoveries on this trail
to create a shorter walk that
fits around your schedule!

